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Energy Group Of The Year: V&E 

By Sameer Rao 

Law360 (January 28, 2022, 2:03 PM EST) -- Vinson & Elkins LLP in the past year helped steer a $5.7 
billion energy company merger and secured important victories to facilitate energy infrastructure 
projects, earning the firm a spot among Law360's 2021 Energy Groups of the Year. 

These accomplishments, for clients in both the nonrenewable and 
renewable energy sectors, reflect the centrality of energy-related 
work to V&E, which was founded in Houston during Texas' early-
1900s oil boom. This work now touches much of the firm's footprint, 
which extends throughout its 12 offices across the United States; 
Dubai; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; London; and Tokyo. A V&E spokesperson 
said that about 70% of the firm's 730 attorneys practice in this sector. 
 
On the corporate side, V&E transactional attorneys have advised on 
45 energy sector deals, worth almost $43 billion, since late September 
2020. One involved merging the stocks of client Independence Energy 
with those of Contango Oil & Gas Co., resulting in a new 
public company worth about $5.7 billion. The addition of 15 attorneys with a renewable energy finance 
focus also facilitated deals, including a Goldman Sachs subsidiary's $350 million purchase of a solar 
energy portfolio. 
 
V&E also boasted tremendous success advising special purpose acquisition companies. For instance, the 
firm represented Spartan Energy Acquisition Corp., a SPAC that an Apollo Global Management Inc. 
affiliate backed, as it purchased electric car company Fisker and took it public with a $2.9 billion 
valuation. 
 
Austin, Texas-based V&E partner Kaam Sahely, who was involved in the Goldman Sachs purchase and 
other major transactional successes, told Law360 that SPACs have a sort of economic agility and 
attendant economic pressure that makes them such major players in funding and acquisitions in the 
renewable and clean energy world. 
 
"They're nimble, and they really are under a lot of pressure to do deals," he said. "They're constantly 
looking, they'll sign lots of different LOIs, and you know they're going to transact because they're not 
like a normal public company that may or may not do a deal. They tend to almost have to do a deal." 
 
In court, V&E litigators defeated both an attempt to halt the completion of client Jefferson Southern 



 

 

Star Pipeline LLC's 14-mile oil pipeline and a challenge by the Texas city of Port Isabel and environmental 
advocacy groups to client Rio Bravo Pipeline Company LLC's co-development of a liquefied natural gas 
export terminal. 
 
James D. Thompson III, a former petroleum engineer and the firm's co-head of litigation and regulatory 
work, noted that V&E's energy litigation clients benefit from the various specialties its energy attorneys 
possess. 
 
"We're very nimble when we get a case, or get contacted by a client, that's facing these kinds of disputes 
where they need environmental expertise, regulatory expertise and traditional trial lawyers," Thompson 
explained. "We are fortunate that we can fill all of those needs under the V&E umbrella." 
 
Thompson and Sahely both noted that the firm's work across the energy sector, which has enabled 
sometimes-controversial fossil fuel projects amid a broader push against climate-change-hastening 
energy, points to the difficulty of drawing hard boundaries between "good" and "bad" energy projects. 
 
"The common theme between even traditional forms of energy and the infrastructure needed to service 
it, and the new forms, is [that] it's all a supply chain," Thompson said, citing the firm's work counseling 
clients on supply disruptions during the Texas ice storm last year. 
 
"You've got producers or generators of power moving that [energy] to power plants, utilizing pipelines 
or transmission lines or what have you, and then finally on to the end user. That entire supply chain, 
while it may be different in terms of the source and impact on the environment, is still a supply chain," 
he added. "You're going to see those same kinds of disruptions and litigation activity in those sorts of 
supply chain disputes as you see in the more traditional natural gas and crude oil pipelines." 
 
Both Thompson and Sahely said they see V&E's work growing and evolving to fit the energy transition's 
various contours, just as the firm did when it launched amid a then-new chapter in petroleum-based 
energy. 
 
--Additional reporting by Benjamin Horney, Darcy Reddan, Sierra Jackson and Michael Phillis. Editing by 
Gemma Horowitz. 
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